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Tansee iPhone Transfer Mac Pro. Tansee Iphone Transfer is the only app which can help you.
Tansee Iphone Transfer Sms backup mail from iphone to pc.# os-locale [![Build Status]( > Get
the system [locale]( OS X, Windows and [Node.js]( ## Install ```sh $ npm install --save os-locale
``` ## Usage ```js var osLocale = require('os-locale'); osLocale(process.platform); //=> 'en-US'
osLocale('unicode'); //=> 'U+1234' osLocale('utf-8'); //=> 'UTF-8' ``` ## Related - [locale-cli]( CLI for this module ## License MIT © [Sindre Sorhus]( # -*- coding: utf-8 -*- """
flask_login.contrib.jwt.utils ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The JWT utilities for
flask_login. """ from jose import jwt from.jwt.base import ( # noqa: F401
JWT_PREFERRED_LANGUAGES, JWT_LIBRARY_NAME, ) __all__ = ( 'get_token_header',
'get_token_header_value', 'get_token_header_labels', 'get_token_header_alg',
'get_token_header_charset', 'get_token_header_
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